Presents MDP On
Enhancing Personal Effectiveness in Manufacturing Operations
Overview
Personal Effectiveness in a manufacturing workplace refers to making the best use of man, machine,
material and time in order to achieve the company objectives. It does not happen through run of the mill
thinking, planning and performance. It also does not happen only by improving soft skills or only improving
technical skills. It happens when one does not hesitate to be different to bring in changes for better
performance. To do something different one requires good grip on knowledge, system, application,
implementation, continuation and constant evolution. And these changes have to happen at all levels.

Focus Areas
-

Knowing the term ‘Effectiveness’
Understanding the basics of Personal
Effectiveness (PE)
Methodical process of improving personal
effectiveness linking the process with
company objectives

-

-

PE
measurement
process
&
its
implementation methodology
Steps towards building an error free quality
management system across the operational
framework

Course Fees

Approach
-

-

Classroom Presentations with appropriate
graphics
Question/answers, case studies, experience
sharing by faculty & participants.

Target Audience

1. Life/Patron - 1500/- per participant + taxes
2. BMA Members-1700/- per participant + Taxes
3. Non Members-2000/- per participant + Taxes
4. Student – 800/- per participant + Taxes.
*(Kindly contact us for Group Discounts)

Date

Middle and Senior Level Executives of all
departments directly or indirectly contributing to
manufacturing activities.

22nd February, 2019

Time

9:30am-5:30pm

Faculty
Ravindra Biswas:
Mr Ravindra Biswas is a Mechanical Engineer (Gold Medalist) from NIT and MBA in Finance. He is a 6Sigma Black Belt and business excellence trainer & implementer. Mr Biswas has rich experience in the field
of automotive, heavy & light engineering, machine tools, foundry, telecommunication and financial services.
For the last 17 years he worked as SBU head in the companies he worked in and acquired immense
knowledge in strategic as well as operational activities. He served business entities like Tata Group, Birla
JV, ABB, Batliboi, Rallis India and few Auto component manufacturing front runners.

FOR MORE DETAILS CONTACT BMA ON THE FOLLOWING
Email: bmabaroda3@gmail.com | VENUE: BMA

